


The new Alpha Compact Plus label applicator now sports a new design 
with increased performance and higher application rates.

  It is even easier to operate than its tried and tested predecessors. The system can attach 
preprinted labels quickly and accurately to products and packaging on a production line.

A powerful servo motor offers superior labeling accuracy of ±0.03” when labels are 
produced to specifications and product handling is controlled. 

The display HMI utilizes a multifunction pushbutton knob and an LCD display to provide 
full access to all adjustment parameters. Or, using a conventional PC with an Ethernet 
interface, different labeling parameters as well as functions like start and stop, single label 
feed, speed control and sensor calibration can now be entered and stored in the Alpha 
Compact Plus.

• Applies labels up to 9.84” wide x 11.8” long
• Operates at up to 328 feet/minute
• Servo motor for superior labeling accuracy
Weber’s Alpha Compact Plus label applicator is a cost-effective solution to fast, 

reliable pressure-sensitive labeling. This system features a small footprint, yet employs a 
highly-accurate wipe-on method of application to affix pressure-sensitive labels on the 
production line. Each version of the Alpha CompactPlus features rugged die-cast aluminum 
construction, single-key calibration, automatic recognition of missing labels, in-production 
speed adjustment, and more.

The versatile unit can be oriented to apply labels to the sides, tops or bottoms of packag-
es. To accommodate various production environments, the Alpha Compact can be specified 
for right- or left-hand applications.

The Alpha Compact Wipe-On Label Applicator
The Alpha Compact label applicator automatically unwinds the label supply roll and 

peels the labels from their line. Then it wipes the label onto the products, cartons or other 
packages as they travel past the system on a conveyor line. This system applies labels up to 
4.7” wide and 11.8” long at speeds up to 164 feet per minute to a tolerance of ±0.03”.

This versatile unit can be oriented to apply labels to the sides, tops or bottoms of 
packages. To accommodate various production environments, the Alpha Compact can be 
specified for right- or left-hand applications. 

The Alpha Compact Top-Bottom Label Applicator
Weber’s Alpha Compact top and bottom labeling system gets a lot of work done in a 

small area using a split conveyor for a highly accurate method of applying top and bottom 
labels on various products or containers. This system is perfect for presenting and applying 
labels to both sides of clamshell packages of bakery goods, produce or other products that 
need a branding label on top and UPC bar code or nutritional label on the bottom.

The system includes two mirrored Alpha Compact label applicators (one above, one 
below) and a dual conveyor system that allows the lower labeler to reach the bottom of the 
passing product.  The labels are presented as the product travels toward the applicators on 
the conveyor. After receiving a label on the bottom, the container then gets a label applied 
from above, completing the labeling process in just a few feet.

The Alpha Compact 3-Sided Label Applicator
This Alpha Compact labeling system features a small footprint, and uses a split conveyor 

for a highly accurate method of applying wrap-around labels on various containers. This 
system is ideal for presenting and applying labels to clamshell packaging of bakery goods, 
produce and other products that need tamp-evident closures. It can also be used to seal 
chipboard cartons of hardware products such as nails, screws and other items.

The labels for this system wrap around the top, front and bottom of a product container.  
The label is presented as the product travels toward it on the conveyor. The container then 
actually runs into the label which is wrapped around the top and bottom with a pair of 
brushes.

Alpha Compact Series 
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HERMA H400 Series 
Modular Label Applicators

The HERMA H400 label applicator is a servo-controlled system that 
automatically synchronizes the labeling and product handling speeds 
for perfect labeling every time.

As one of the most versatile label application systems available today, the HERMA 
H400 Series features a wide-range of interchangeable application modules including 
a rigid peeler bar, a pivoting peeler bar, a special sensor unit for transparent labels and 
tamp-blow application heads.

• Controller and operating display is built in; no separate controls required
• Automatic synchronization of labeling and product handling speeds
• A comprehensive selection of application modules
• Special unwind unit provides consistent web tension
• Applies labels up to 6.3” wide standard, 12.6” wide optional 
Available in either right- or left-hand configurations, the HERMA H400 easily connects 

to PLC’s and can handle transparent labels without incident. 

Weber’s HERMA H400 Tamp-Blow label applicator is a non-contact 
labeling system that allows you to apply labels to recessed areas on 
products. 

The Weber HERMA H400 tamp-blow system provides speed and precision in a 
non-contact label applicator. This pressure-sensitive label applicator is a Weber exclusive. 
We’ve adapted the proven tamp-blow module from our Model 4300 label printer-appli-
cator and integrated it with the robust HERMA H400 label applicator.

The result is a proprietary, Weber HERMA H400 labeler that applies pressure-sensitive 
labels without contacting a product or package, making it ideal for fragile substrates and 
for positioning labels inside recessed surfaces like clamshell lids.

Utilizing tamp-blow technology, each label is peeled from its liner and is retained by 
vacuum on the unit’s tamp pad. When a product is sensed by the system’s photoelectric 
eye, the pad is extended and the label is blown onto the package from approximately 
0.25”.

The Weber HERMA H400 applies labels up to 6 inches square at a maximum of 1230 
inches of label web per minute. Several standard tamp-pad sizes are available and can be 
easily swapped to accommodate different label dimensions.

Tronics Series 3 Labeling Systems 
Fast & Accurate

The Tronics Series 3 labeling systems address a wide variety of pres-
sure-sensitive labeling applications from simple wrap-around labeling 
to front-and-back container labeling with outstanding accuracy. 

For in-line speed and precision, label after label, look to the versatile Tronics Series 3 
from Weber to handle a wide variety of pressure-sensitive labeling applications.

The Series 3 can be configured to handle a diverse range of product shapes, including 
flat-sided, round, oval/contoured – plus unique and unstable products like caps, syringes, 
narrow cylinders, and more. Product sizes can be as small as a tiny vial or as large as a 
10-gallon pail.

And the types of label applications the system addresses are equally varied: front, 
back, top, bottom, wrap-around, booklet, crescent-shaped, single labels on multiple 
panels, corner-wrap, adjacent sides, tamper-evident, spot, neck, even RFID. It handles 
labels from .5 inches high and long to 10 inches high and 39 inches long at speeds up to 
2,400 inches per minute.

The Series 3 is packed with features that make system set-up, adjustments and 
changeovers user-friendly and fast. Touch-panel controls ease operation, up to 100 jobs 
can be stored in the system’s memory, and its pre-loaded software communicates with 
popular PLCs.

Its unmatched versatility, combined with rugged construction and dependability, have 
made the Tronics Series 3 the answer to countless pressure-sensitive labeling challenges 
for scores of packagers throughout industry.



The Right Materials Make a Big Difference
It’s important to find the best labels for your packaging line. Not all labels are 

reliable when it comes to dispensing and adhesion. A good deal on labels doesn’t 
pay off if they don’t work well in your system. We provide the best labels, tags, 
RFID smart labels and printer ribbons that ensure compatibility with all of our 
labeling systems.

Weber manufactures a broad selection of pressure-sensitive custom, variable-
imprint labels and tags, including ones for challenging applications like cold-
storage labels and wet environments. And we also make a wide array of stock 
labels. With over 100 different label facestock and adhesive combinations available 
to us, our media experts can help determine the label best suited to a specific 
application.

Weber also is the source for eye-catching prime labels. Your label is your brand 
identifier that reaches out from the store shelf to your customers. Make sure it looks 
great and works correctly for your application.

Using water-based, UV flexographic, or rotary screen printing methods – in 
addition to the newest digital technology – we manufacture reliable high-quality 
labels. Weber offers a huge selection of materials, including paper, film and vinyl, 
plus specialty materials for foil accents, the no-label look, resealable constructions, 
and much more.

Also available are system-compatible thermal-transfer printer ribbons for label 
printers, printer-applicators, and RFID printer-encoders. We have the right ribbon, 
whether economical or long-lasting resin, to match your requirements.

Service & Support 
When you purchase a labeling system from Weber, you have a labeling partner 

who will provide you with continued support.
And that support starts right from the beginning with our direct account 

managers. As true 
labeling experts, 
they will examine 
your labeling prob-
lem and find the 
most cost-efficient 
method for solving 
it. Our account man-
agers stand by you 
through installation 
and training as well.

After your system 
is operational, our nationwide service organization has the expertise to keep it 
operating at peak efficiency. If a problem should arise, we promise prompt service 
to get you up and running again.

For additional hardware or software support, or questions about your labeling 
application, our product support specialists are just a phone call away. Additionally, 
our customer service representatives are equipped with the latest on-line order-entry 
systems to expedite your requests.

Customer satisfaction is Weber’s number-one priority, which is reflected by our 
Corporate Mission Statement:

Our Success comes from helping our customers grow. Our Commitment 
is to bring new technologies to market that improve packaging automation, 
product identification and brand recognition. Our Team is agile, creative, 
responsive and conscientious toward or customers, our community and our 
environment.

Weber is committed to giving you what you want, when you want it. Make us 
your partner and your resource for worry-free labeling.

For more information or to be put in touch with your local direct account manager, 
please call 1.800.843.4242 or email info@weberpackaging.com.

Single Source Supplier
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